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The theoretical framework of threshold concepts has become an emerging line of inquiry across all academic disciplines and areas of research, particularly in the scholarship of teaching and learning. The notion of a threshold concept arose out of research by Jan Meyer and Ray Land, who define it as a core idea that’s conceptually challenging for students, who struggle to grasp it—but once grasped, it radically transforms the students’ perception of the subject. Although this material is difficult to learn, understanding threshold concepts is essential to the mastery of any field of study.

Since Meyer and Land’s foundational article in 2003, research surrounding threshold concepts has proliferated, leading scholars to new lines of inquiry in their study of threshold concepts. While some researchers focus on the application of threshold concepts in their individual disciplines, other researchers are adding new branches to the theoretical framework of threshold concepts. As a relatively new field of study, threshold concept theory is continuing to blossom as a generative and productive approach to studies of higher education.

**Primary Characteristics**

According to Meyer and Land in their foundational essay “Threshold Concepts and Troublesome Knowledge: Linkages to Ways of Thinking and Practising within the Disciplines” (2003), a threshold concept acts as a conceptual gateway or portal that unsettles the learner and then, hopefully, opens up new ways of approaching subject matter. Their essay outlines the primary characteristics of threshold concepts: they are troublesome, transformative, irreversible, integrative, and bounded.

**Troublesome**

Threshold concepts are characterized by their complexity, but the dominant discourse surrounding threshold concepts focuses on the troublesome nature of these concepts as an essential characteristic, regardless of the field of study. Meyer and Land use David Perkins’s research on “troublesome knowledge” as their point of departure, noting that threshold concepts involve alien knowledge (knowledge that is unfamiliar) and counter-intuitive knowledge (knowledge that contests what a student has already mastered). These concepts are fundamentally troublesome in that encountering them is challenging and unfamiliar, and mastery doesn’t simply progress from “difficult” to “easy” but instead involves a continual struggle. A student may even feel hostile towards threshold concepts because of the discomfort involved in the transformation. Overcoming Barriers to Student Understanding: Threshold Concepts and Troublesome Knowledge (Meyer & Land, 2006) provides a focused examination of the troublesome quality of threshold concepts through a diverse range of essays, examining both the theory and the practical applications.

**Transformative**

According to Meyer and Land, threshold concepts offer the potential for transformation in their facilitation of student learning. As suggested in the metaphor of the threshold, once students understand or cross it, their perceptions of the discipline are permanently altered. This new knowledge also results in an ontological shift, resulting in transformed attitudes, values, or understandings. Through shift, students move from the pre-liminal space of learning, through liminality, to the post-liminal space of mastering a threshold concept. Julie Timmermans’ 2010 article “Changing our Minds: The Developmental Potential of Threshold Concepts” closely examines
the metamorphosis activated by threshold concepts, emphasizing the “process of learning” rather than “the outcomes” (3). She asserts that scholars should focus on the continuing transformative potential and process of threshold concepts, rather than the acquisition of this knowledge.

**Irreversible**

Premised on the transformative potential of threshold concepts, Meyer and Land also claim that the transformative potential of threshold concepts also mean that they are potentially (but not definitively) irreversible, suggesting that this knowledge is unlikely to be unlearned. Meyer and Land’s unassertive language here reflects the scholarship describing such regression (a reconsidered characteristic outlined below) as a facet of student learning.

**Integrative**

Understanding a threshold concept renders the connectedness of the subject matter visible, leading students to recognize how threshold concepts are integrated into a wider body of knowledge. After crossing the threshold, students will be able to connect different aspects of the subject, forming a new matrix of knowledge that was not initially apparent. This integrated nature of threshold concepts speaks to how these difficult concepts are critical for the mastery of the subject: if not understood, threshold concepts may snowball, leading to further conceptually difficult material and compounding the troublesomeness of learning.

**Bounded**

Threshold concepts may circumscribe a particular conceptual field, creating a specific space of expertise within each discipline. Meyer and Land use hesitant language again in their description of the bounded quality of threshold concepts, stating that they are “Possibly often (though not necessarily always) bounded in that any conceptual space will have terminal frontiers” (“Linkages” 2003). Although “boundedness” is a foundational characteristic of threshold concepts, it is not as frequently discussed as the other four qualities.

**Resources**

**General Introductions to Threshold Concepts**


**Foundational Essays (in order of publication)**

Often cited as the foundational text for threshold concepts, Meyer and Land’s 2003 article outlines the origins and characteristics of threshold concepts, which they define as concepts that act as a conceptual gateway or portal that opens up new ways of approaching subject matter. After providing examples of threshold concepts across disciplines, Meyer and Land detail the characteristics of threshold concepts: transformative, irreversible, integrative, bounded, and troublesome. Pointing to Perkins’ work on forms of knowledge, Meyer and Land state that threshold concepts align with troublesome knowledge, which is conceptually difficult, alien, and tacit. They also note that introducing threshold concepts in the classroom may lead students to feel unsettled by this new knowledge and perspective. Finally, they emphasize that this article is not definitive in the exploration of threshold concepts, but instead opens up questions for further lines of inquiry.


Building on their previous research (2003), Meyer and Land attempt to locate threshold concepts in discipline-specific language. They also develop their conception of “liminality,” or the state of in-betweenness that threshold concepts often invoke for students. Rather than arriving at a fixed point, threshold concepts lead to transformative liminality. The authors argue that threshold concepts open up new discourses for students, which can transform students’ identity. Students also can experience being “stuck” and may reach for a coping strategy when they feel overwhelmed by threshold concepts: mimicry, or using the language of threshold concepts without understanding it or undergoing a transformation. The authors call upon researchers to devise methods of inquiry to answer why some students struggle with threshold concept acquisition and become stuck, while others do not.


This paper dives into how threshold concepts impact course design. The discussion of this new approach is subdivided via the following lenses: “Jewels of the Curriculum,” “The Importance of Engagement,” “Listening for Understanding,” “Reconstitution of Self,” “Tolerating Uncertainty,” “Reversiveness and Excursiveness,” “Pre-Liminal Variation,” “Unintended Consequences of ‘Good Pedagogy,’” and “The Underlying Game.” Land, Cousin, Meyer, and Davies then turn to the application of threshold concepts through an empirical case study on first-year undergraduate students and their acquisition of new knowledge.


This foundational text provides the first sustained examination of the liminal quality of threshold concepts, a quality that Meyer and Land only briefly touched on in their 2003 publication. This topic focuses even further on the process of learning. They assert that a “praxis of stuck places” (Lather 1998) will allow higher education scholars to understand how and why students experience extreme discomfort in liminal spaces and will offer “rich possibilities for future research” (31).


This article explores the variations in students’ struggles with conceptually difficult material. The authors suggest that the pre-liminal, liminal, post-liminal, and sub-liminal stages of learning must be assessed in order to understand how and where students encounter difficulty. They also write about approaches to pedagogy that will facilitate students’ understanding of troublesome knowledge.

Speaking to the developments in work on threshold concepts, Land provides a “state of the field.” In outlining the new approaches, he claims that higher education requires new conceptual lenses and modes of analysis to reveal “different ways forward” (176), suggesting that research into threshold concepts fulfills this new perspective.


After providing an overview of threshold concepts, Meyer outlines her focus on faculty development, where faculty must relocate themselves as students. Meyer discusses at length the ways in which faculty development is a threshold concept for faculty, as they are forced to transform their approaches to teaching, learning, and their pedagogical practice.

**Subsequent Considerations of Primary Characteristics (in order of publication by characteristic)**

**Troublesome**


In their work on threshold concepts, Meyer and Land (2003) draw on Perkins’ notions of “conceptually difficult” or “foreign knowledge” that students find hard to grasp.


Perkins explores the troublesome nature of threshold concepts through episteme, which he defines as “the underlying game,” a way of knowing or a system that allows students to establish knowledge. Perkins advocates a constructivist approach to learning, asserting that educators must help students “not simply to know about the game but to play the game knowingly” (40).


Through interviews with Ray Land and Jan Meyer, Rhem explores the various ways in which threshold concepts are troublesome. He highlights the various “troublesome” language that circulates around threshold concepts, including “emotional capital” (Glynis Cousin), “nettlesome knowledge” (William Thompson), and David Chase and Joan Middendorf’s “bottlenecks.” Rhem addresses the various barriers that students can encounter and what faculty can do about their students’ struggles. He asserts that threshold concepts, and specifically their troublesomeness, represent the “core challenge of higher learning” (5).

**Transformative**


Timmermans examines the changes brought about by threshold concepts, focusing on the “process of learning,” rather than “the outcomes” (3). She asserts that scholars should focus on the continuing transformative potential and process of threshold concepts, rather than the acquisition of this knowledge.

Employing a first-person point of view, Malkki and Green examine the existential challenges and transformative process of learning through micro-processes. They assess notions of liminality, comfort-zone, and edge emotions to understand students’ experiences of transformation.

Additional Characteristics

While the five characteristics originally outlined by Meyer and Land persist as the dominant and primary characteristics, other nodal points of threshold concept theory have been identified. Analyses of threshold concepts now address issues of recursion, discourse, identity reconstitution, liminality, and mimicry.

Recursive

Questioning the irreversible quality of threshold concepts, numerous scholars—including Meyer and Land—have now suggested that the learning process for threshold concepts is recursive: rather than linear movement, it involves revisions and recursions as students may digress and have to revisit the challenging material (Land, Cousin, Meyer, & Davies, 2005). Indeed, from the first moment of encountering troublesome knowledge, students don’t simply move from integration of threshold concepts to permanent transformation. Instead, this learning is a “messy journey” involving oscillations between mastery, understanding, and confusion (Cousin, 2006, p. 2).

Discursive

Language plays a pivotal role in this learning process. The shift in knowledge is accompanied by a discursive shift: new forms of discourse or language reflect the students’ internalization of the threshold concept. The acquisition of the threshold concept runs parallel to the acquisition of new language, the language of expertise. This discursive shift is thus tied up with the transformative and irreversible qualities of a threshold concept.

Identity Reconstitution

Threshold concepts’ transformative potential and ontological shift leads to a reconstitution of the learner’s identity: “New understandings are assimilated into our biography, becoming part of who we are, what we see, and how we feel” (Cousin, 2009, p. 202).

Liminality

Liminality—a state of ambiguity, uncertainty, or in-betweenness—is a highly active line of inquiry in higher education studies. When students are first introduced to threshold concepts, they may move into “a suspended state of partial understanding” (Meyer, Land, & Baillie, 2010). This partial understanding is the experience of liminality, the unstable product of the troublesome nature of threshold concepts. While some students may pass through the liminal space with relative ease, other students become stuck between the preliminal state and the mastery of the concept, unable to reconcile the conflict of new and old knowledge and potentially resulting in profound anxiety. This characteristic has led to a greater focus on the affective and uncomfortable dimensions of learning.

Mimicry

Mimicry highlights the troublesome quality of threshold concepts. In the liminal state, students may attempt to mimic knowledge without having fully grasped it, particularly by attempting to use the discourse of expertise without the knowledge of expertise. Mimicry is a product of frustration and a coping strategy for those who are overwhelmed by threshold concepts.
Resources

Additional Characteristics of Threshold Concepts (in order of publication by characteristic)

Identity Reconstitution

This article explores student-centred approaches to pedagogy as a threshold concept. The authors assert that educators must acknowledge students as people and that the students’ subjectivity is paramount to the learning experience. Blackie et al. suggest that educators who recognize students’ subjectivities and foster the transformation of students’ identities undergo their own transformations.


Placing identity theory in conversation with transformational pedagogy, Stibbe explores sustainability as a threshold concept. He asserts that educators must encourage students to take a more active role in shaping their identity throughout the learning process. He argues that students’ identities are permanently transformed once they reflect on their own subjectivity and relationship to the world around them.

Liminality

Drawing on earlier research and publications on threshold concept liminality, this paper first defines the nature of liminality through space theory, then turns to exploring liminality as a conceptual and ontological space. Land, Rattray and Vivian apply “psychological capital,” or the positive psychological development (abbreviated as PsyCap), to threshold concepts to understand the struggle students have with moving through liminality. PsyCap is characterized by self-efficacy, optimism, hope, and resilience. This paper suggests that PsyCap allows students to successfully negotiate the liminal state and undergo ontological change, despite the difficulties in learning. Land, Rattray, and Vivian conclude that educators must implement positive psychology as part of their pedagogical duty to assist students with encountering the discomfort of liminal spaces.


Pointing to the gap in research on liminal space and threshold concepts, the authors explore the spatial metaphor of liminality through diagrams and the connection to semiotic theory. Attempting to gain insight into the challenges of students, they further apply semiotic analysis to pedagogical content knowledge, defined as the distinctive bodies of knowledge in teaching. Through an analysis of liminal space, Land et. al. attempt to understand further why some students struggle to negotiate liminality. Approaching threshold concepts semiotically, they argue that all encounters with threshold concepts have a discursive challenge. Turning away from troublesome knowledge as a “threshold” concept, Land et. al. implement the image of the tunnel. Their research is innovative in its use of visualizations and the deployment of semiotics to articulate the liminality of threshold concepts.

Criticisms

While many scholars have embraced threshold concepts as a valuable and productive area of study for teaching and learning, there have been a few notable criticisms. Rowbottom (2007), for instance, asserts that despite the discourse circulating in the field, scholars have failed to effectively
define threshold concepts and are thus unable to identify them. He focuses on the weak descriptions of the qualities of threshold concepts as well as the broad use of the word “concept,” leading to broad and elusive definitions. He also suggests that threshold concepts are always relative: knowledge that is troublesome and transformative for one student may be neither for another student. O’Donnell (2009) describes the notion of threshold concepts as reductive, claiming that it oversimplifies fields of research into a set of core beliefs and negates the overlapping characteristics in different areas of study. Barradell and Kennedy-Jones (2013) criticize the attention to threshold concepts, pointing out that the scholarly focus has been more on identifying threshold concepts than asking how they function or why they matter.

**Resources**

**Criticisms of Threshold Concepts (in order of publication)**


Rowbottom critiques threshold concepts, arguing that scholars have failed to effectively define threshold concepts and are thus unable to identify them. He focuses on the weak identification of the qualities of threshold concepts, resulting in broad and elusive definitions.


Applying threshold concepts to his field of study, O’Donnell asserts that the theory of threshold concepts is reductive in that it oversimplifies disciplines into a set of core beliefs.


Quinlan et. al. assert that the research methodology on threshold concepts is weak and incomplete. They assert that rigorous protocols for the research of threshold concepts must be established and explicit. They conclude that identifying threshold concepts is unproductive and essentialist.


By examining the identification of threshold concepts across disciplines, Barradell points to the challenges in this process. She argues that the lack of involvement of the professional and public community in the dialogue on threshold concepts is a problematic gap and argues for voices outside the educational community. Barradell’s other critique hinges on the lack of agreement on the identification of threshold concepts in various disciplines. She insists that implementing “consensus methodology,” or collaborative agreement, will allow for the specification of what constitutes threshold concepts in each discipline.


Barradell and Kennedy-Jones criticize the current research on threshold concepts, stating that scholars have been too focused on identifying threshold concepts and not asking how threshold concepts function or why they matter.
Applications

Threshold concepts have been identified and applied across a wide range of disciplines, including economics (Meyer and Land’s field), biological sciences, computer science, health care, social work, law, literature, engineering, and business, as well as specific areas such as doctoral studies, information literacy, and academic writing. Land points to the significant interest in threshold concepts across disciplines, pointing to “over 150 scholarly papers in 80 disciplinary or subject contexts” (2011, p. 77). See “Explorations of Threshold Concepts in the Disciplines” for a sampling of references.
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